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Get wise. Hybridise.

Netsurit Azure Done Right - Hybrid Infrastructure

There’s no doubt business is undergoing a revolution. Every day, new
disruptive business ideas are replacing tried and trusted models from
industry giants.The cloud and the Internet of Things are redefining
how applications are written and delivered to devices and customers.
Your business can only optimally succeed when your it
infrastructure delivers the best environment for every
workload, including traditional applications, mobile
apps, and cloudnative apps. Your hybrid infrastructure
must work together seamlessly in order to create and
deliver new value - instantly and continuously.

Azure done right.
Hybrid infrastructure
Implementation
from Netsurit.
To accelerate the delivery of applications and services
to your enterprise, you need Azure Done Right:
Hybrid Infrastructure Implementation to define and
implement your own ideal mix of traditional IT, private
cloud and public cloud that provides for hosting of
IaaS, PaaS and SaaS workloads on Microsoft Azure.

You need ADR: Hybrid Infrastructure implementation when you:

Are looking to migrate to
Microsoft Azure, but don’t
know where to start.

Already have Azure, but feel
you’re not implementing it to
its full potential.

Have concerns regarding the
security, governance
and compliance aspects of
Azure solutions.

Are worried about the cost
management of large scale
Azure implementations.

Want a mature enterprise
level Azure/Hybrid
infrastructure that is
manageable, secure, reliable,
scalable and cost-effective.

Success story:
Challenge:
A major South African Bank approached Netsurit for the purpose of implementing a hybrid cloud infrastructure
- including Microsoft Azure – that could seamlessly integrate with their existing on-premises infrastructure and that
complied with corporate standards for governance, security and operational procedures.
Solution:
Our team of industry experts developed and implemented a tailor-made Azure Hybrid Cloud Infrastructure - plus all
the associated management tools, policies, procedures and standards, components of which included networking,
security, operating model, workload lifecycle management and cost management.

The Netsurit difference.
At Netsurit, our mantra is “supporting the dreams of doers.” This may sound a little unusual for an Information
Technology company, but we see IT as the toolbox almost every businessperson relies on each day as they work
towards achieving their goals and aspirations. We passionately support the idea that our purpose is to support our
team of industry experts so that they can do what they do
best: provide our clients with an ecosystem that helps them
actualize their full potential. The way we see it, if business
succeeds, the country succeeds.
For more information contact our professional services
department at solutions@netsurit.com

